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Summary of transferable credits and GPA used for Admissions purposes.

Degrees that are earned will be listed here.

Courses meeting UCORE.

For graduation, WSU limits transfer credits as follows: Max of 73 semester hours of lower-division, or 90 of combined lower- and upper division. The TC Unit Adjustment will show any overages after confirmation of admission.

The Year/Term of the Incoming Course with Units Taken and grade from the source institution. The Grade Input is the grade earned for the course with a leading "T", which means "Transfer Grade."

WSU is a semester school. Quarter credits are multiplied by .67 (5 quarter = 3.35 semester)

Non-transferable courses.

Departmental elective. 1XX/2XX = lower credit. 3XX/4XX = upper credit.

General elective.

Example of a repeated course. F grade is not included in credit or GPA calculation.

When 2 courses are required for equivalency, grade earned in the 2nd course.

When 3 courses are required for equivalency, grade earned in the 2nd and 3rd courses.

The name and source of the credit.

Summary of test credits.

Summary of other credits not used in TC Units Adjustment.

WSU is a semester school. Quarter credits are multiplied by .67 (5 quarter = 3.35 semester)